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“CHANGING LANDSCAPES”

By participating actively in the field of Global Education, the Dars association from Udine has issued its third didactic
handbook called Changing Landscapes – Borders/inTime/ inNature/ Walls whose modules develop subjects of
international and local bearing.

This outcome of good practice complies with both the issues of the European Erasmus+ project GEA, of which Dars is a
partner, and with the recommendations of the Region Friuli Venezia Giulia about promoting the theme of Nova Gorica
and Gorizia as European Capital of Culture 2025, synthesized in the slogan GO! 2025.

Both subject matters fulfil the purpose of tackling some of the goals foreseen by the UN Agenda 2030 with particular
reference to Goals 4 and 11 encouraging education and the access to lifelong learning and enhancing the role of cities
by ensuring at the same time the protection of the natural and cultural heritage.

In this context, the handbook moves along five pathways to which modules and images make reference:Memories,
No Borders, Stories by the Rivers, Landscapes and Two Towns, all of them strengthening such concepts as inclusion
and appreciation of cultural diversity, sustainable development, gender equality, environmental preservation and
cultural heritage, besides providing another wide range of topics to consider and explore extensively by taking
inspiration from the contents suggested.

The handbook was inaugurated at the Art Gallery Prologo in Gorizia on January 28, 2023

https://www.dars-udine.it/wp-content/uploads/sites/13/2023/05/Manuale-didattico-2022_Paesaggi-che-
cambiano_sito_Optimizer.pdf

https://www.dars-udine.it/wp-content/uploads/sites/13/2023/05/Manuale-didattico-2022_Paesaggi-che-cambiano_sito_Optimizer.pdf
https://www.dars-udine.it/wp-content/uploads/sites/13/2023/05/Manuale-didattico-2022_Paesaggi-che-cambiano_sito_Optimizer.pdf
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